Situational Leadership® II
Open workshop | May 30-31st 2013.

H.art in association Blanchard Leadership Group (Cyprus), authorized affiliate of The Ken Blanchard Companies,
invites you to be part of a unique training experience by attending a two-day Situational Leadership® II workshop, to be held on 30-31st of May 2013, from 9am to 5pm, in Belgrade.
What is it?
Situational Leadership® II or
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sive, up-to-date, and practical
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mance. It is a model and at the
same time a tool-box for:
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- Developing high achievers,
individuals with high producRazvojni nivo pojedinca
tivity and commitment;
- Opening-up communications focused on performance;
- Honor difference and lever-age it to the benefit of the
organization;
- Connecting different leadership elements: task giving,
developing, motivating and monitoring.
Situational Leadership® II Model
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To whom it is addressed?
To managers and supervisors at all levels
Which skills will you develop?
Participants will develop the following skills:
- Diagnose correctly what their people need in order to
achieve any given goal or complete any given task;
- Choose and use comfortably the right leadership style, i.e. the
way of giving tasks that matches assessed development levels;
- Conduct effective one-on-one discussions, focused on the
performance of their people and their needs, to help them
accomplish agreed goals.

Demonstration of the above skills at the work place will
result in the following outcomes:
- Increase in the productivity and the engagement of people;
- Development of a strong “bench”, individuals ready to take
on successfully more responsibilities;
- Freeing supervisors time from extinguishing the day-to-day
“fires” so that they can focus more on a better tomorrow,
shifting their time from tactics to strategies;
- Improved talent retention rate.
Facilitator
Spiros Paolinelis - Blanchard Master Trainer & Business Consultant.
Please note that training will be conducted in English.
Size of group
Between 12 and 16 participants
Fee
390,00EURO + VAT per person
The above fee includes: Materials, Catering & Refreshments
How to apply?
Please send participation form to office@hart.rs, and contact
us for any further information on phone numbers:
+381 11 210 75 02 or +381 65 210 75 02.
Additional information
If you are interested we can provide in-house training for your
company, both in Serbian or English and it’s also possible to
arrange coaching session separately, after the workshop.

